PROPOSALS APPROVED

A. Elementary & Early Childhood Education
   Proposal to delete a Course EDEE 450 – Student Teaching (Proposal attached)

B. Psychology
   New Course Proposal PSYC 349/MGMT377 Psychology of Entrepreneurship
   (Proposal, Syllabus and two approval letters attached)

C. Economics and Finance
   Proposal to change a Course ECON 400 – Senior Seminar in Economics (Proposal & attachment)
   Prerequisites Changed – Remove requirement for entrance examination

D. Physical Education and Health
   Proposal to change a Course – Prefix Change PEHD to ATEP, 12 Courses (Proposal attached)
   Prefix Change to ATEP for PEHD 245, 245L, 345, 345L, 346, 346L, 365, 375, 430, 430L, 437, 437L
   Proposal to change a Course – PEHD 433 Title Change (Proposal attached)
   Current Title: Research Methods and Design in Health and Exercise Science
   Proposed Title: Research Design and Analysis

E. German and Slavic Studies
   New Course Proposal – LTRS 210 - 19th Century Russian Literature
   (Proposal, Syllabus and approval letter attached)
   New Course Proposal – LTRS 220 - 20th Century Russian Literature
   (Proposal, Syllabus and approval letter attached)
   Proposal to change a Minor/Concentration – Russian Studies (Proposal attached)

F. English
   Proposal to change a Course – ENGL 223 Title Change (Proposal attached)
   Current Title: Writing Fiction
   Proposed Title: Fiction Writing I
   Proposal to change a Course – ENGL 378 Title Change (Proposal attached)
   Current Title: Advanced Fiction Writing
   Proposed Title: Fiction Writing II